GREEN LINK
IPRO 338
Green Technology in Electrical Construction
Sponsored by: Electrical Contractors’ Association of City of Chicago, Inc.

SITE VISIT 155 N WACKER

TECHNOLOGY PROFILE
- Voice/Data Risers for Copper and Fiber Optics sized for a minimum of eight (8) carriers with two (2) redundant feeds
- Power service from two (2) separate substations
- Roof-top technology platform/pathway
- Two (2) oversized building voice/data distribution risers with two (2) voice/data closets per floor
- 12 KVA riser to com-ed vaults serving each office floor
- Pathways for tenant back-up power
- District cooling chilled water riser

CONCLUSION
IPRO 338 made a significant progress continuing the work of the two previous semesters. We successfully completed a website and database for electrical contractors, which was turned over and approved by our sponsor.